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ABSTRACT

Stereoscopic video is one of the simplest forms of multi view video, which can be easily adapted for communication applications. Much current research is based on colour and depth map stereoscopic video, due to its reduced bandwidth requirements and backward compatibility. Existing immersive media research is more focused on application processing than aspects related to transfer of immersive content over communication channels. As video over packet networks is affected by missing frames, caused by packet loss, this paper proposes a frame concealment method for colour and depth map based stereoscopic video. The proposed method exploits the motion correlation of colour and depth map image sequences. The colour motion information is reused for prediction during depth map coding. The redundant motion information is then used to conceal transmission errors at the decoder. The experimental results show that the proposed frame concealment scheme performs better than applying error concealment for colour and depth map video separately in a range of packet error conditions.

Index Terms—Depth-image-based rendering, Frame concealment, Motion vector sharing, Stereoscopic video

1. INTRODUCTION

Stereoscopic video (SSV) renders two slightly different views of a scene, one for each eye, to enable the perception of depth. Recently, colour and depth map based SSV has been widely used in research and standardization activities [1,2]. Monoscopic video together with its associated per-pixel depth map can be used to scale existing video communication applications into SSV with low overheads [3]. This format is more flexible and adaptable compared to storage and transmission of the left and right views at low bitrates [4].

Depth map sequences typically have the same spatial resolution as colour video, and only contain a single plane of luminance data (see Fig. 1). The per-pixel depth value determines the position of the associated colour texture in the 3-D space. A specialized image warping technique known as the Depth-Image-Based Rendering (DIBR) is used to synthesize the desired binocular viewpoint image [5]. As the motion of colour images and corresponding depth information is highly correlated, the colour motion information can thus be used as candidate motion information for the depth video. Hence, the bandwidth for low bitrate SSV applications can be reduced as motion vectors (MVs) are transmitted only once. Furthermore, this reduces the encoding time and complexity of the SSV encoder. The analysis of motion correlation of 'colour and depth' sequences and a MV sharing scheme based on MPEG-2 and H.264/AVC is described in [6] and [7], respectively. These developments are mainly focused on reducing the bandwidth, complexity and encoding time of the SSV encoder. This paper exploits the correlation of motion to conceal the frame losses that occur during transmission of the SSV.

Fig. 1. ‘Interview’ sequence: (a) Colour image, (b) Per-pixel depth image. The depth-images are normalized to a near clipping plane $Z_{near}$ and a far clipping plane $Z_{far}$.
reuses the colour MVs during depth map encoding, and this information is transmitted in both colour and depth bit-streams as redundant data in order to conceal transmission errors. Lost frames are then concealed using the correctly received MVs of the corresponding colour or depth map frames accordingly.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 elaborates on the proposed frame concealment method based on scalable video coding (SVC) architecture. The experimental setup, results obtained and discussion of those results are given in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. FRAME CONCEALMENT USING SHARED MOTION VECTORS

The proposed MV sharing scheme for frame concealment is implemented using the SVC layered encoding architecture, as shown in Fig. 2. The colour and depth information is encoded at the base and enhancement layers, respectively. The scalable extension of H.264/AVC is modified to implement the MV sharing scheme [11]. This SVC architecture is backward compatible to colour video as H.264/AVC compatible base layer can be decoded using a standard H.264/AVC decoder. A performance analysis of a backward compatible SVC encoding configuration for SSV is discussed in [12].

![Fig. 2. The MV sharing architecture based on SVC](image)

For the colour image sequence, one MV is generated for each macroblock (MB) using the motion estimation process. Two encoding modes are used to perform rate-distortion (R-D) optimization during depth map coding, namely ‘MB skip’ and ‘Motion compensation’. As large numbers of MBs in the depth image sequence have a uniform texture without high frequency components, the ‘MB skip’ mode is used to increase the compression efficiency. The ‘Motion compensation’ mode does not perform motion estimation. Instead, it reuses the MVs of the corresponding colour image MBs to predict the current depth image at the enhancement layer. Then, the difference between the predicted and original frames is transform coded. The ‘Motion compensation’ mode is performed faster than conventional motion compensation modes as motion estimation does not take place during depth map coding. Finally, an R-D optimized encoding mode is selected to encode the MBs of the depth image. Hence, the global SVC bit-stream consists of both base and enhancement layer units, which include headers, shared MVs and coded residual texture data.

The overhead added due to the depth information needs to be kept at a smaller percentage of its corresponding colour video. Due to the areas where the motion of colour and depth map is not highly correlated, the proposed MV sharing method imposes a bit budget penalty during depth map coding. However, high quality depth maps can be obtained by adjusting the depth information percentage within an acceptable percentage of colour bitrate. Thus, the average depth bitrate is kept below 25% of its corresponding colour video bitrate.

![Fig. 3. Frame concealment using shared MVs](image)

The proposed frame concealment scheme using shared MVs is shown in Fig. 3. If a colour video frame is missing due to packet losses, the MVs of the lost frame can be recovered using the correctly received corresponding depth video frame. Similarly, when a depth frame is lost, then the MVs can be recovered from the uncorrupted corresponding colour video frame. The recovered MVs from the corresponding view are used to predict the current frame. The quality of the reconstructed images are lower compared to that of error free decoding as residual information is not used during reconstruction. However, the motion of the reconstructed sequences will be intact and error propagation will be minimized by this proposed method. If both corresponding video frames are lost, then a conventional frame concealment algorithm needs to be used to recover the lost frames. The proposed scheme improves the image quality of both colour and depth map video, and thus ultimately improves the perception of depth in SSV.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Two colour and depth map sequences are used for the experiments, namely ‘Orbi’ and ‘Interview’. ‘Orbi’ is a very complex sequence with camera motion and multiple objects, whereas ‘Interview’ is a sequence captured with a static camera and featuring a stationary background. The tests are carried out using standard definition (SD) TV resolution (720x576 pixels) videos. The test sequences are encoded using the modified JSVM codec version 9.4. The basic
encoding parameters are: 100 frames, IPPP… sequence format, 25 frames/s original frame rate, a single reference frame and Content Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC). In order to accommodate SD resolution colour and depth map video, the average SVC encoder bitrate is set to 2Mbps. The quantization parameter (QP) of both layers is independently varied to obtain the target bitrate. The depth bitrate is kept below 25% of its corresponding colour video bitrate. For each test sequence two SVC bit-streams are generated using separate MV estimation at both layers and the proposed MV sharing method. The image qualities of the generated SVC bit-streams using separate MVs and the proposed MV sharing scheme are shown in Table 1. Due to the areas of uncorrelated motion, the image quality with the proposed MV sharing is comparably lower compared to the image quality with separate MVs at the given bitrate.

Table 1: Image quality of ‘Orbi’ and ‘Interview’ at 2Mbps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Orbi</th>
<th>Interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate MVs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSNR/dB</td>
<td>40.13</td>
<td>38.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed MV sharing scheme</td>
<td>39.69</td>
<td>37.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The IP error patterns generated for the Internet video experiments are used to corrupt the generated SVC bit-streams at different packet loss rates [13]. Each coded video frame is encapsulated in a single network abstraction layer (NAL) unit and fragmented into packets of 1400 bytes, which is below the Internet's Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) size of 1520 bytes. The first fragment contains the important header data of the frame NAL unit. Hence, if the first fragment of a frame is lost, it is assumed that the whole frame is lost, as the header data is unrecoverable without adding redundant information. Furthermore, it is assumed that the sequence headers and the first I frame of both colour and depth image sequences are received uncorrupted. The corrupted bit-streams are later decoded using a JSVM decoder. The bit-streams generated using the separate motion estimation processes are concealed using frame copying. In frame copying, if the current frame is corrupted, the previously decoded frame is copied to the current frame position. Initially, for the bit-streams generated using the MV sharing scheme, the corrupted frames are concealed using frame copying. Then, the lost frames are concealed using the proposed frame concealment technique. The proposed technique uses the duplicated MVs from the corresponding depth or colour frame. If the corresponding MVs are also corrupted, then frame copying is used to conceal the current frame. In order to average the results, the simulations are run ten times starting from different positions in the error traces.

Figures 4 and 5 show the reconstructed image qualities of the ‘Orbi’ and ‘Interview’ sequences using different frame concealment methods. According to Figures 4 and 5, the proposed frame concealment method using shared MVs outperforms both of the frame copying methods, based on separate motion estimation and shared MVs. This is more visible in the case of colour image quality as depth frames are more likely to survive compared to corresponding colour video frames which are larger in size. The gain is significant in highly dynamic ‘Orbi’ sequence as motion of the ‘Orbi’ sequence is correctly restored using the duplicated MVs from the corresponding view. Due to low motion of the ‘Interview’ sequence, even frame copying method achieves comparable results compared to the proposed frame concealment method. The frame copying method with or without shared MVs performs similarly apart from the error free condition. Although the error free quality of the proposed scheme is comparably lower, it improves the quality of reconstructed SSV over packet networks.

Fig. 4. Image quality of the ‘Orbi’ sequence (a) Colour image sequence (b) Depth image sequence
Video streaming over packet networks is affected by packet losses. Hence, efficient error concealment algorithms are required to improve the perceptual quality. This paper proposes a novel frame concealment algorithm for colour and depth map based SSV. The motion of colour and depth map components is highly correlated. Hence, the proposed method reuses the MVs of colour information during depth map encoding. The SVC based encoding architecture is used to encode the source video with backward compatibility and the rate of the coded depth information was kept below 25% of the colour bitrate. Due to the areas of uncorrelated motion, the coded image quality using shared MVs is slightly lower compared to separate MV estimation method. The duplicated colour MVs are used to conceal the lost frames at the decoder. The experimental results show that the quality of reconstructed colour and depth map video over packet networks can be vastly improved by the proposed method.
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